
Ilkley U3A
Railway & Art Appreciation visit to Hull 27th March 2018

Visiting Hull Paragon Station then by bus to Brynmor Jones Library 
University of Hull to view “Painting Power- The Art of Terence Cuneo”

A view from c. 1910



Our guide for the visit:

John Scotney

Hull Civic Society



Paragon Station plan 1910.

Station and adjoining Hotel
opened in 1848

At start of the 20th century
the North Eastern Railway
(NER) expanded the train
shed and station to the
designs William Bell,
installing the present five
arched span platform roof



The station and hotel were described by some as "Hudson's Folly“. They thought the scale of
the development too great. The station was the largest built in England at the time.

Queen Victoria, Prince Albert & five children arrived in the royal train on 13th October 1853
and stayed in the station hotel. A throne room was created on the first floor, and the royal
household accommodated on the second.. The visit concluded with a dinner at the Hotel on
14th October 1853. Hence the title “Royal Hotel”





Information from  Hull 
Civic Society newsletter 
shown by John Scotney
during our guided tour.



1953 compared to 2018





Between 1848 and 1914, more than two million
people arrived into Hull by ship from mainland
Europe, and left by train to the transatlantic ports
of Liverpool and Southampton, seeking new lives
in the New World. This mass movement of
people, many of whom were in Hull for just a few
hours, ended abruptly with the outbreak of the
First World War.

Claire Barber’s installation at Hull’s Paragon
Station, part of the Look Up programme, explores
the phenomenon of ‘transmigration’, and the
notion that skills and belongings traverse
transport routes alongside people.



“The trans migrants carried large woven baskets on their journey through Hull, and brought 
skills such as double cloth weaving, while absorbing the skills of others. They adapted their 
techniques to the materials available to them in a new country.”

“The train station today, with its constant movement of people, continues to mirror the 
weaving process: the action of double weaving, layers crossing over layers, countless patterns 
created every time people enter and exit. As individuals weave in and out, carrying luggage 
that reflects who they are, they too add and take new influences in an ever-changing space.”









Gathering on the south 
side bay platforms 
where immigrants 
once arrived, parcels 
sent and fish 
despatched.











The current layout of 
Hull Station taken fron
Network Rail Website



Some original features remain under the train shed roof.  Note the distinctive 90% change in 
direction of the arched span from concourse to platform roof



Views of the original southern entrance







The current southern entrance showing 
original features and the grand design.

Original LNER booking office now within a
community space but closed on a Tuesday!



Entrance to Royal 
Station Hotel 

complete with 
coat of arms



Inside from the hotel web site.

Picture just inside hotel entrance showing a visit 
from Churchill



Philip Larkin  (9 August 1922 - 2 December 1985)

Poet, librarian, novelist, jazz critic.

Employed by University of Hull for 30 years.

Statue of Philip Larkin,
presented in 2010, is by
British sculptor Martin
Jennings.

His other work includes
the St Pancras station
statue of John Betjeman.







City of Culture 2017 lives on







Reflecting on a memorable visit to Hull Paragon Station.
Now to Brynmor Jones Library to view “Painting Power- The Art of Terence Cuneo”



Excellent use of redundant platforms to create a
bus and train interchange.









A 25 minute bus ride from Hull Paragon Interchange
to Hull University Campus.

A regular service every 10 minutes













The view 
from the top 
of Brynmor
Jones Library 
is superb 
even on an 
overcast day











Cuneo took commercialism in art to new heights, creating countless advertisements and prints
from his illustrations and paintings of military actions, car racing and equestrian events, and
his beloved British railways; he let his work be reproduced on practically any object that could
roll off a conveyor belt or a printing press, from jigsaw puzzles to posters to postage stamps.

A statue of Terence Cuneo by Philip Jackson was installed on the 
concourse of Waterloo Station London in 2004.

In addition to the numerous commissions he received from industry, he was called upon to
paint portraits of Britain’s elite, including members of the Royal family—thereby he was
named the ‘official artist’ for the Queen’s coronation.



Cuneo said he first sketched
a mouse as a diversion.

He had been working on the
painting of the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II when his
Burmese cat came into his
studio, toting a field mouse.

He thought the tiny fellow
would make a good ‘still life.’





































https://youtu.be/1EzWYA0Ha9U

Click on this link to see the 1960 film from Pathé News showing within the exhibition 

https://youtu.be/1EzWYA0Ha9U
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